Gyvlon Screed Range

Gyvlon Eco
The most common Gyvlon screed in the range, Gyvlon Eco has been used successfully for years in many applications where the common theme is foot traffic. A general purpose screed for use in most applications.

Gyvlon SoundBar
This mix is specifically designed for use in the SoundBar timber floor system. SoundBar is exclusive to Metsa wood (formally Finnforest) engineered wood building systems. This system gives a concrete “feel” to a timber deck floor and exceeds all the requirements of the building regulations.

GYVLON XTR
Having higher strength than Classic Gyvlon screed, XTR has been formulated for use where higher than normal loads are expected. Attention should be paid to the type of insulation being used in these applications.

GYVLON Sky
Gyvlon Sky has been specially designed for use in high rise situations. It can be pumped into multi story buildings from ground level with ease. For use in applications over 12 floors.

GYVLON SteelDeck
Gyvlon SteelDeck screed is designed specifically to be used with the Lewis Deck dovetail sheeting, for use with either timber, metal web or steel joists in masonry, timber or light weight steel structures. To form either ground, separating or mezzanine floor constructions.

THERMIO+
The UKs first purpose designed screed for use over underfloor heating, with a minimum coverage of 20mm over the pipes. THERMIO+ offers a superior thermal conductivity over traditional systems.

EXCELIO
The ultra thin flowing screed solution. Gyvlon EXCELIO is the only factory manufactured screed that can be applied at just 12mm, offering huge savings over similar bagged products.